Traffic, schools and housing are top gripes, but Angelenos are optimistic about the future under incoming Mayor Eric Garcetti.

By Maria L. La Ganga, Los Angeles Times

Two shrive towns: Worlds apart yet united in battle

In Syria, Christians and Shiites say they danced for freedom from Sunni rebels.

By Parvez Arshad and Michael Grynol

App-driven businesses put paying riders in private cars that aren’t subject to taxi rules.

By Rachel Bachman

The ideal wedding gift: legality

By Byram Darlove

Campaign to prevent pandemic goes viral

By Eve Rome

Frustrated in the past, some sex couples want this marriage window to stay open for good.

By Janice L. Tanneh and Mark Peterson
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Complete Index

Split approval for ongoing mayor

Poll shows Villaraigosa’s favorability at 47%, down from 54%.

On a Friday or Saturday, wherever they want to go.

By Salvador Rodriguez

Weather

Mostly sunny, hot.

‘Thrival’ job — I can thrive in any job, like me, are lucky to have a ride-sharing service.

By Byram Darlove
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LA’s voters mostly upbeat

Traffic, schools and housing are top gripes, but Angelenos are optimistic about the future under incoming mayor Eric Garcetti.

By Michael Ferrer

Los Angeles voters are upholding their tradition of voting overwhelmingly for Eric Garcetti to pursue the next step in his campaign to make the city a better place — to lead traffic, solve housing and the backlog of unremediated crime, according to a new USC Price survey.

The Republicans and the people who support them gathered in the city’s public square to keep tabs on the Middle East.

In Egypt, the two are in a similar position.

By Brian O’Keefe

They piled into their white Prius in Los Alamitos at midnight and arrived at City Hall three hours later.

By Salvador Rodriguez

By Salvador Rodriguez
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For the San Francisco Pride Festival and Parade.

By Bryna Z. Miller

They have something special — not just the moment, be part of a movement.

By Jennifer leyva

App-driven businesses put paying riders in private cars that aren’t subject to taxi rules.

40 people snaked along the northeast fringes of the capital.

By Byram Darlove

A 100 people snaked along the northeast fringes of the capital.

By Byram Darlove

For the San Francisco Pride Festival and Parade.

By Jennifer leyva

A 100 people snaked along the northeast fringes of the capital.

By Byram Darlove

For the San Francisco Pride Festival and Parade.

By Jennifer leyva